Klicks – Complete with
All in one
Klicks is the complete package with the entire ProfiSignal
functions in one system. Klicks includes a structure diagram

To complete the range of functions there are input templates for test parameters and recipes and documentation

in which processes can be graphically portrayed as procedure blocks. Each block is created according to ”program-

functions for protocols. Klicks provides users with a single
package to generate their own automating and testing

ming by selection”. Programming takes place at the click of
the mouse. The learning of a programming language is

applications. ProfiSignal Klicks contains all the functions
from ProfiSignal Basic and ProfiSignal Go.

unnecessary. ProfiSignal includes blocks for the following
tasks:
Data acquisition
Operating and observation
Report generation
Automation
Parameter management
ProfiSignal Klicks enables test stand and laboratory automation, measurement data evaluation and accounting and
requires no programming knowledge required.
ProfiSignal Klicks visualization

Test parameters and recipes
A parameter input screen is an important tool in test
engineering and laboratory automation applications, and

nor the typing in of instructions and commands. This
eliminates any syntax errors from occurring. Full focus can

allows for the input of test parameters, recipes and batch
data. Complete input and option templates can easily be

then be given to the process control – a structure chart
can be generated at just a few mouse-clicks.

generated, as can process visualization and viewing screens. ProfiSignal's SQL option makes it possible to
import parameters directly from company databases. This
reduces working times and eliminates input errors.

Process control
Klicks has been developed for technicians, engineers and
scientists who want to generate their own processing procedures but without having to invest extensive time into
programming skills. The Klicks automation language does
not require the learning of a programming instruction set

Program module with Klicks

automation
Product features
Synchronous or asynchronous execution of multiple
applications

Parameter data management

Automation functions and structure charts

Formula editor

Includes Klicks programming language

Custom reports

Diverse operating and observation functions

Offline calculation functions

Monitoring and analysis of any measurement data

Full trend functions

Display of online and offline data as trends

Recording to data files and databases

Klicks

Various Applications from ProfiSignal Klicks
Mobile and fixed data acquisition

Automation

Operation / Observation

Automation of test procedures
Parameter / Recipe input

Generation of process control
Automation of measurement
requirements

Measurement data analysis

Reports / Protocols

Laboratory automation
Product testing
Experiments and testing

Structure chart
The structure chart is made up of special symbols that
serve as containers for programming instructions. Double
clicking on a symbol opens an instruction editor. This gives
users the option of maintaining and updating applications
or completed programs, even years into the future.
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